
The Vieilles Charrues – Zipwire

Rob: The Vieilles Charrues is full of music but it’s also full of other things. Now you won’t 
believe this but I’m way up a tree right now with Roman. What am I doing here, Roman?

Roman: Er, you’re in the tree because we brought our big er zip er wire um just for fun for 
everyone for all of the festival here.

Rob: How high are we here?

Roman: Er, 8 metres.

Rob: 8 metres?  It feels like a lot more than that.

Roman: No, yeah. It feels but it’s just 8 metres.

Rob: OK, and this is quite safe is it?

Roman: Yeah, probably. No, I believe so, yeah. You can trust me.

Rob: OK. And you’re part of a group from the Karaez Adrenaline?

Roman: Yeah, yeah, yeah.

Rob: Tell me a little bit about that?

Roman: Er, this is a little park. I don’t know the name in English, but accrobranche. Er, this 
is the acrobatic parcours in trees, actually I’m working here since 3 months so this is a bit new 
for me, but that’s quite fun.

Rob: OK. And this, this is a special thing for the Vieilles Charrues, otherwise if people 
come any other time in the summer they can do this in Carhaix too?
 
Roman: Yeah yeah in the park, in our park in Carhaix you can come and we are open 6 
months in the year.

Rob: And they do this kind of thing ?

Roman: Yeah we’ve a big, biggest zip wire, it’s twice that one.

Rob: And this is how long this one?

Roman: That one is 100 meters and 160 meters.

Rob: I’m really terrified about this.



Roman: Really? Don’t be.

Rob: Normally I don’t have vertigo, but this is a crazy thing to dô.

Roman: No, not crazy. Everything is really safe. People are bit scared on the other side at 
the end.

Rob: This is adrenalin working well, isn’t it?

Roman: Just a big smile.

Rob: Well I’m hoping its going to be ok. I’m gonna leave the recorder running while I go 
on the wire.

Roman: Yeah, you will hear the song of the zipwire.

Rob: OK, now what about the …

Roman: Yeah, I’m gonna attach you.

Rob: OK. I’m very pleased to see that you are attaching me good and strong.

Roman: Yeah.
 
Rob:  And you’re gonna undo me at the back here.

Roman: You come in over there.

Rob: Yeah.

Roman: You have to put one hand here.

Rob: One hand on here?

Roman: Yep and that’s all.

Rob: And where do I put my other hand?

Roman: You can leave it like this if you want. Better there if you want it there.

Rob: Just so I feel I’m holding onto something. Oh dear what I do for radio. This is crazy. 
OK, so I just go?

Roman: OK. So I’m gonna, you gonna just go on there.



Rob: …on the edge?

Roman: Yeah, on the edge. You will just fall.

Rob: Fall?

Roman: Yeah.

Rob: You want me to fall?

Roman: Yeah I give this and after I will leave you. Ok, just for safe, You will, you will … 
sorry, my English is crap.

Rob: No, its fine - I’m not worried about the English right now.

Roman: I can imagine. Er, sorry, you will just be like this.

Rob: OK, OK.

Roman: It will be better, just for the start.

Rob: And I’m being held around the waist.

Roman: I’m holding you … perfect …

Rob:  Wooah!

Roman: You’re feeling confident now.

Rob: I’m very confident.

Roman: OK, perfect.

Rob: Hold a hand here.

Roman: Here we are.

Rob: And off we go.

Roman: Ready, steady........

Rob: Wow!.........

Antoine: Bonjour.



Rob: Bonjour. I’m very pleased to see you. What's your name?

Antoine: My name is Antoine.

Rob: Antoine, I’m very pleased to see you.

Antoine: I’m very pleased to see you too.

Rob: Er, Any accidents?

Antoine: No, no way.

Rob: Not a single accident?

Antoine: Not a single accident, impossible.

Rob: Well.

Antoine: You’re always safe with us.

Rob: OK. Well I have to say that my adrenalin is working very, very full time right now.

Antoine: That’s the point. We are here for that.

Rob: Thanks a lot for the safe ride.

Antoine: Yeah, great.


